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consumer for the profit of the national producer, and not,
as protectionists confidently assert, payment imposed on
the foreigner. Does this mean that in the same measure
it is necessary to adopt the opposite course of free trade
and give free rein to competition between peoples, no
less unequal than the competition between individuals?
"No," replies Gide, "between nations as between indi-
viduals we must seek to establish relations which are
neither antagonistic, as are those of nationalist protection,
nor competitive, as are those of free trade, but which are
truly co-operative." x That is what makes him dislike
both egotistic protectionism—founded upon "each for
himself," "each for his own country"—and free trade—
with its laisser faire> laisser passer^ the simple form of
anarchical competition. But the system between nations
most closely resembling that of association between
individuals is that of treaties of commerce^ whether these
be reciprocal treaties between two countries, or, better
still, commercial unions of several countries. By the re-
straints they impose upon excessive pretensions, by the
reciprocity of interests they establish, by the solidarity
which in the end they create between the contracting
nations, treaties of commerce appear the wisest policy
to be adopted. None the less, even here, consumers'
associations could play their part. "Through them this
terrible question of international competition which adds
fuel to the hatreds of nations will be settled in the simplest
manner, by an agreement between co-operative associa-
tions of consumers of different countries, dealing directly
with one another for the products which they need and
which they consider it more advantageous to obtain
abroad than to produce themselves. And why, then^ since
we see associations of producers in different countries entering
into agreements and becoming international with the object
of raising the price of goods,, why should not associations of
smsumers also become international and come to agreement
for the reduction of prices?"
These principles of systematic organisation and disci-
* Principles, a$tib ed., p. 353.

